
Chinese Pioneer in Diabetes Management will
Make a Stage Pose in CES 2017
BEIJING, CHINA, December 25, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/ -- It’s reported that Dnurse, Chinese
pioneer in diabetes management, is going to flex its muscle in the CES of Las Vegas from January
5th to 8th 2017 with all kinds of its innovative products.

Since its foundation, it has led the the industry’s new trend. The current prominent flagship products
including Dnurse Glucose meter with independent developed APP, Insulink, Dnurse Xing and Dnurse
Pro. Compared with traditional blood glucose meters, it enjoys a much lighter volume and weight
which makes it much more convenient to convey. It realizes the goal of real-time monitoring and
protecting by doctors, users and carers in virtue of mobile database that can be instantly connected
with its own glucose meter.

Accompanying tiny amount of blood, the small-sized Dnurse Glucose meter consumes low power to
test blood everywhere and anytime. Then, Dnurse APP analyzes blood glucose sample and
generates graphs for a quick glimpse. Besides, you can track your blood glucose, identify the trend,
and further make predictions. Dnurse APP sends you voice alerts just as your personal nurse. You will
know whether you take the right amount of food, insulin, or get enough exercises.

As diabetics’ demands increasing in China, Insulink, invented by Dnurse, is the first wearable tracker
in the world to record insulin dosages automatically to help diabetics efficiently manage their own
blood glucose levels. It boasts a state-of-the-art Internet product incorporating blood sugar levels,
insulin figure, medicine, diet, workout data, and personal tips into a whole. It can apply to all Lilly pens
but for Lilly LUXURA ergo 2, the diameter needs 2mm more. Currently, insulink starts submitting for
recording and applying for trademark registration in more than 21 countries including China, America
and 19 countries of EU.

As a leading innovative brand in the field, its CEO and CFO pay much attention to this exhibition expo
and will be on site in sands hall A-D_43853_ to make immediate responses of various questions from
all sectors of social communities. Committed to promote industry progress and serve diverse groups
by heart and soul, Dnurse designed an open system at the birth for easier research,development and
production. It will definitely bring new directions and measures to the industry.
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